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QUESTION BANK
1. Which of the following is essential for developing critical thinking?
a) Blind faith

b) prejudice

c) questioning attitude

d) none of these

2. Critical thinking helps us to………
a) Deviate

b) focus

c) accept everything

d) develop ego

3. To become a good decision maker, one has to develop
a) Bias

b) dependance on others

c) irrationality

d)critical thinking

4. Which of the following is not a barrier to critical thinking?
a) print media

b) elders

c) courage

d) influence of print and electronic media

5. Which of the following is not a barrier to critical thinking?
a) fear

b) ego

c) emotions

d) free thinking

6. In critical thinking,we are concerned with……….
a) opinions

b) ego centrism

c) argument

d) personal interest

7. To attempt to persuade by giving good reason is to give ……….
a) argument

b) suggestion

c) opinion

d) preference

8. An argument is always backed by………
a) emotion

b) ego

c) evidence

d) criticism
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9. The principal claim of an argument is called………..
a) premises

b) Evidence

c) conclusion

d) Signposts

10. The supporting statement of an argument is known as
a) premise

b) conclusion

c) logic

d) reason

11. to call a string of statements, arguments, they must be
a) related

b) short

c) different

d) none of the above

12. The expressions that are used to differentiate between the premises and conclusions of an
argument is called
a) Indicator word

b) principal claim

c) Supporting statements

d) Evidence

13. Which of the following is a criterion for evaluating an argument?
a) Truth content

b) indicator words

c) sign posts

d) emotional content

14. An argument should have…………..to consider it as a valid argument.
a) Logical structure

b) proper nouns

c) interesting facts

d) none of these

15. There are mainly ……… types of arguments
a) One

b) three

c) seven

d) two

16. The conclusion is guaranteed to be true in ………..argument
a) Logical

b)inductive

c) formal

d)Deductive

17. An argument is rendered invalid when it lacks
a) Logical support

b) indicator words

c) emotions

d) none of the above

18. ……………is a lexical ambiguity.
a) Equivocation

b) ambhi body

c) straw man fallacy

d) composition

19. Fallacy of ambhibody is a ………….. fallacy.
a) Syntactic

b) lexical

c) logical

d) rational
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20. The fallacy of attributing the property of parts of a thing to the whole thing is called…………
a) Fallacy of Composition

b) fallacy of relevance

c) Fallacy of division

d) complex Question

21. When we attribute the properties of the part to the whole, we have
a) Fallacy of emotions

b) fallacy of Composition

c) Fallacy of division

d) Fallacy of Fragments

22. Distorting author’s speech by shifting emphasis to one’s own benefit results in……..
a) Fallacy of emphasis

b) Straw ma fallacy

c) begging the Question

d) Division

23. ……….is an extreme sort of fallacy of emphasis
a)Ad hominem

b) Argumentum ad Populam

c) Straw man

d) Red herring

24. Introduction of a topic different from the topic under consideration to divert attention is called
…………..
a)Ad hominem

b) Argumentum ad Populam

c) Straw man

d) Red herring

25. A poorly based premise or an inadequately supported conclusion leads to the …………….
a) Fallacy of Ambiguity

b) Unwarranted assumption

c) fallacy of relevance

d) fallacy of Composition

26. When the conclusion of an argument is already assumed in its premises, it leads to ….fallacy
a) Complex queestion

b)Begging the Question

c) Appeal to pity

d) Ad Hominem

27. The assumption that ‘the repeated occurance of an event that departs from the expected norm
indicates that the event will soon’ leads to ………….
a)Gambler’s fallacy

b) Begging the Question

c)Appeal to pity

d) Ad Hominem

28. When we do not mention all the alternatives there are to choose from, but mention only some,
we commit the fallacy of…………..
a)False diachotomy

b)Gambler’s fallacy

c) Begging the Question

d)Appeal to pity

29. …………….fallacy is known as ‘look who’s talking fallacy’
a) False diachotomy

b)Gambler’s fallacy

c) Begging the Question

d)Tu Quoque
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30. We appeal to ………in ‘argumentum ad populum’
a)Emotion

b)pity

c) fear

d)Ignorance

31. We appeal to ………in ‘Argumentum ad Misericordiam’
a)Emotion

b) pity

c) fear

d)Ignorance

32. Since is an indicator word for ……………..
a)conclusion

b)premise

c)opinion

d)suggestion

33. ………..fallacy is an appeal to force
a) Argumentum ad Misericordiam

b) argumentum ad populum

c) argumentum ad Baculum

d) argumentum ad Ignoratium

34. When we say that something is true or false because it cannot be proved the other way , we
commit the fallacy of………….
a) Argumentum ad Misericordiam

b) argumentum ad populum

c) argumentum ad Baculum

d) argumentum ad Ignoratiam

35. ‘ Ignoratio elenchi’ is caused by ……………
a)irrelevant conclusion

b) pity

c) fear

d) Ignorance

36. Argumentum ad verecundiam is caused by appealing to
a) irrelevant conclusion

b) pity

c) fear

d ) Inappropriate authority

37. When the conclusion does not follow from the premises we have ………. Fallacy
a)False diachotomy

b)Gambler’s fallacy

c) Begging the Question

d) Non Sequitur

38. ‘Non Sequitur’ means ……..in latin
a) does not follow

b) look who is talking

c) Inappropriate authority

d) divine fallacy

39. The fallacy of considering event ‘x’ as the cause of event ‘y’ only because ‘y’ occurred after
‘X’ is known as
a) False diachotomy

b) Gambler’s fallacy

c) post hoc

d) Tu Quoque
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40. The argument that the event ‘Y’ must inevitably follow from the event ‘X’ without enough
justification for support is called
a) Slippery Slope

b)Gambler’s fallacy

c) post hoc

d)Tu Quoque

41. When we ask for justifications, we are thinking
a) critically

b) emotionally

c) foolishly

d) academicaly

42. The supported statements of an argument is called
a) Sign

b) conclusion

c) premise

d) validity

43. Critical thinking is based on
a) emotion

b) science

c) reason

d) philosophy

44. Logical content ensures the……………… of an argument.
a)Validity

b) beauty

c)value

d) power

45. Thed truth of the conclusion is guaranteed in
a) argument

b) deductive argument

c) fallacies

d) inductive argument

46. When we go wrong factually in an argument ,we have……………..
a) logical fallacies

b) ambiguity

c) factual fallacy

d) error

47. …………..is a syntactic fallacy
a) Equivocation

b) strawman

c) Ambhiboly

d) Composition

48. Informal fallacies are classified into…………
a) 5

b) 3

c) 8

d) 2

49. All the formal fallacies belong to the group of
a) nonsequitar fallacy

b) equivocation

c) persuation

d) begging the question

50. Deliberative persuasion is associated with the
a) past

b) future

c) present

d) infinity
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51. The type of persuasion which seeks to persuade a perso to do something he othrwise would not
do is called………..
a) deliberative

b) Forensic

c) ceremonial

d) obligatory

52. That which seeks to defend or condemn one’s actions by depending on the past is …………
persuasion
a) deliberative

b) Forensic

c) ceremonial

d) obligatory

53. The type of persuasio that is associated with the present is
a) deliberative

b) Forensic

c) ceremonial

d) obligatory

54. Proper organisation of relevant points in a critical discourse is called
a) Sequencing of arguments

b) conclusion of an argument

c) introduction

d)selection

55. In a critical discourse, the main argument is presented and proven in
a) Confirmation

b)introduction

c) refutation

d)conclusion

56. Confirmation should present the arguments in the
a) descending order of strength

b) one after another

c) ascending order of strength

d) as main points

57. Scholarly articles are always written by……………..people.
a) Ignorant people

b) experts in a particular field

c) men

d) women

58. Sign posting involves the use of
a) premise

b) indicator words

c) conclusion

d) articles

59. …………….. is not a standared of critical writing
a) vagueness

b) clarity

c) precision

d) relevance

60. Underlining the important parts of a text while reading is called…………..
a)Summary

b) Praphrase

c) outline

d) Annotating

61. ……………….is a reference guide to the recently published articles in periodicals
a) Encyclopaedia

b) Scholarly article

c) Readers Guide to Periodical Literature d) Timesw of India
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62. The main idea or the main perspective of a research is called………….
a) Thesis

b) concept

c) research

d) idea

63. Academic writing aims at providing……………kind of information
a) pleasure
c) knowledge
64. Cue words are used to ……………

b) Objective and fact based information
d) relaxation

a) Decorate

b) organize

c) indicate signal shifts in thoughts

b)provide additional information

65. To note down only the important points while reading, we use ………….method
a) Summary

b) Annotation

b) c)questions

d) Paraphrase

66. To communicate all the ideas given in the original text to the readers, use …………….method
of note taking.
a) Summary

b) Annotation

c)questions

d) Paraphrase

67. Proof reading gives attention to………………
a) punctuations and the writing mechanics b) Reason
c) validity

d) merit

68. ……………helps a reader to understand the writers idea properly
a) Punctuations

b) synonyms

c) Adjectives

d) Nouns

69. …………punctuation is used to form compound adjectives that come before nouns
a) Question mark

b) Dashes

c) colon

d) Brackets

70. To write about the purpose and result of doing something …………style of writing is used.
a) Narrative

b) Cause and effect

b) Argumentative
d) Decorative
71. ………..style is used for organising information.
a) Comparison and contrast

b) Narrative

c) Cause and effect

d) Argumentative

72. The number of women MPs has increased ……………..across the country.
a) Significantly

b) significant

c) significance

d) none of these
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73. He tried………….to find a job.
a) Hard

b) hardly

c) harder

d) hardest

74. He got one job……….
a) Eventually

b) event

c) eventual

d) none of these

75. Do you…………..feel nervous .
a) Usually

b) used

c) usual

d) use

76. He ……………his friend.
a) Underestimate

b) estimation

c) estimate

d) underestimation

77. Recent researches show that……………..is the cause of rise in crime.
a) Unemployment

b) employer

c) unemployer

d) none of these

78. One has to pay higher tax on a…………property.
a) Commercial

b) commerce

c) commercialization

d) none of these

79. The changes are ………….
a) Manageable

b) manager

c) manage

d) none of these

80. This department……….. in Chemistry.
a) Specializes

b) specialize

c) specialize

d) none of these

ADD APPROPRIATE ARTICLES
81. Is there …………….market nearby?
a) A

b) an

c) the

d) on

82. I bought a new pen. ……………pen writes well.
a) The

b) an

c) the

d) on

83. …………peacock was seen in the park.
a) A

b) an

c) the

d) on
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84. …………..project reports are in the drawer.
a) The

b) an

c) a

d) on

85. You …………..called yesterday
a) ought have

b) ought to have

c) must

d) are

86. Judging by the size of the puddle outside, it ……. all night along
a)must be

b) must have rained

c)should

d) None of these

87. He is fond …………music.
a) of

b) at

c) on

d) or

88. He is…….. to go.
a) of

b) about

c) and

d) after

89. Success depends ……….how you work.
a) of

b) on

c) and

d) after

90. The earth goes………. the sun.
a) of

b)round

c) and

d)after

91. College expenses in the USA start to before you enroll.
a) Put on

b) Add

c) add up

d) look up

92. The research will be ……….in three phases.
a) carried out

b) Put on

c) put off

d) looked after

93. The people need a government they can…………
a) carried out

b) Put on

c) put off

d) rely on

94. Words that add quality to the verb are called
a) adverbs

b) verbs

c) prepositions

d) proper nouns
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95. Adjectives modify………..
a) nouns

b) verbs

c) prepositions

d) proper nouns

96. Words formed from the initial letters of words are called
a) acronyms

b) Synonyms

c) Antonyms

d) Homonyms

97. We are from Italy. We are……
a) Americans

b) Italy

c) Italians

d) English

98. A formal letter is written for ……………purpose.
a) official purpose

b) Personal purpose

c) Entertainment

d) Self Introduction

99. ………….is a self introduction by an individual.
a) Formal letter

b) CV

c) project report

d) Application

100. Questionnaire is tool used in ………….
a) Survey

b) seminar

c) Documentation

d) letter

101. The format followed for documentation in the case of languages is……….
a)MLA

b)MPA

c) APA

d) MAL

102. Science subjects use …….style of formating
a) MLA

b)MPA

c) APA

d) MAL

103. …………..is an interview request.
a) Covering letter

b) CV

c) Letter

d) Seminar

104. ………………becomes the key to the beginning of presentation.
a) The audience

b) Black board

c) the medium

d) the speaker

105. The decision makers of a presentation are……………
a)The Primary Audience

b)The secondary audience

c) the Speaker

d) the listener
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106. The formal audience of a presentation are
a)The Primary Audience

b)The secondary audience

c) the Speaker

d) the listener

107. Misinterpreting the opponents arguments in a weaks way to refute it easily is called
………fallacy.
a) Ad hominem

b) Argumentum ad Populam

c) Straw man

d) Red herring

108. The part of a presentation in which you gather information regarding your audience is
a) Self Introduction

b)ice breaking session

c) question answer session

d) formal session

109. ………………is the appropriate medium for addressing a global audience.
a) Video presentation

b) Loud speaker

c) T.V

d) Computer

110. Beginning a presentation with a surprising fact is called…………….
a) Von Restorff effect

b) Attention seeker

c) Surprising

d) None of these

111. ……………..is aprimary visual aid used in classrooms.
a) Black Board

b) LCD

c) Flipchart

d) Monitor

112. ……………is not a barrier to critical thinking
a)egocentrism

b)thinking in binaries

c) self will to express ones arguments

d)social influence.

113. Resources that are based on a particular subject area are called
a)general interest resources

b)articles

c) scholarly resources

d) None of these

114. When you need a book on up-to-date information , you should consider………….
a) The publisher of the book

b) the date of publication

c) the back ground of the author

d) the cover page of the book

115. ……………renders the audience amenable to the speaker’s arguments
a) A proper introduction

b) conclusion

c) confirmation

d) Refutation

116. ……………type of introduction uses contradictory statements to introduce the topic
a) Introduction inquisitive

b) Introduction paradoxical

c) Introduction corrective

d) Introduction narrative
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117. Story telling makes use of…………….
a)Introduction inquisitive

b) Introduction paradoxical

c) Introduction corrective

d) Introduction narrative

118. What is the purpose of statement of fact
a)

Introduce the topic

b)give a proper conclusion

c)

informing the audience with the essential background details

d)None of these

119.…………….is the core of a discourse
a) Introduction

b) conclusion

c) Confirmation

d) refutation

120. The main argument of a discourse is presented and proven in ……………..

121.

a)Introduction

b) conclusion

c) Confirmation

d) refutation

The arguments and facts of a discourse are restated in………………..
a) Introduction

b) conclusion

c) Confirmation

d) refutation

122. The use of indicator words to differentiate between the conclusion and premises of an
argument is called

123.

a) Sign posting

b) principal claim

c) cue words

d)none of these

Which of the following is a type of persuasive discourse
a) Argument

b)Opinion

c) Suggestion

d) threat

124. ‘Being true to facts’ means being …………..
a) Precise

b) accurate

c) Vague

d) confusing

125. When you become more specific, you become
a) Precise

b) accurate

c) Vague

d) confusing

126. The main idea or the main perspective of a chosen topic is called
a) Idea

b) concept

c) Thesis

d) Result

127.Which of the following is a good way to Gather first hand information in a research
subject?
a) print sources

b) Electronic sources

c) internet

d) interviews
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128. Marking up or highlighting the reading by making notes in the margins is called
a)Annotating the text

b) summary

c) paraphrase

d) conclusion

129. Which form of note taking is suited for getting only the main points ?
a) Summary

b) paraphrase

c) Direct Quote

d) none of these

130.Taking the information from a source and putting it in one’s own words without condensing
it is called
a) Summary

b) paraphrase

c) Direct Quote

d) none of these

131.Which of the following is a condensed version of the original text in one’s own words
a) Summary

b) paraphrase

c) Direct Quote

d) none of these

132.Which form of note taking is suited for communicating all the data of a source to the
readers?
a) Summary

b) paraphrase

c) Direct Quote

d) none of these

133.The recommended pace of an effective communication is
a)110-120 words/ minute

b) 150-200 words/ minute

c)80-110 words/ minute

d) none of these

134.Which of the following is a barrier to effective presentation
a) rhearsal

b) positive posture

c) eye contact

d) feeble voice

135.Expand OHP
a) Over Head Projector

b) Open head Projector

c) Over Hearing Programme

d) Open Handle Projector

136.It is preferable to use …….words in each line while preparing transparencies.
a) 8

b) 6

c) 9

d) 7

137.You can have a maximum of ……..words in a transparency
a) 6

b) 46

c) 8

d) 48

138.Visual aid suited for presenting information to a small group of 15 to 20 persons
a) Flip chard

b) Black board

c) OHP

d) White board
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139.The normal order of presentation is
a) First list the main points and then elaborate

b)First give a summary

c) Start with elaboration

d)just give the main points

140.The last part of a presentation is
a) Conclusion

b) main body

c) Question Answer session

d)Refutation

141.First and foremost technique of an effective presentation is
a) Surprise and grab attention

b)give a good summary

c) Explain

d)Conclude

142.Which of the following is a technique for effective presentation
a) repetition

b)fast pace

c) loe voice

d) inadequate words

143.Trimming your presentation means
a) deleting unnecesary information

b)using decorative words

c)Adding information

d)concluding the presentation

144.Which of the following helps us to identify the objective of the presentation?
a) ice breaking

b)Summary

c) Question

d) good posture

145. Documentation means
a) Citing the sources

b)recording information

c) reading text

d) none of these

146.………….establishes the credibility of the writer
a)Source

b) documenting the sources

c)lack of citation

d) none of these

147. To cite a source in text using MLA format, write
a)the last name of the author followed by page number in parentheses
b)Pge number only
c)full name of the author
d)name of the text
148. In documenting the source, they are arranged
a) alphabetically

b)based on size

c) based on importance

d)numerically

149. Title of articles from newspapers, journals and magazines are written withi
a) brackets

b) parentheses

c) Quotation

d)none of these
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150. While documenting the sources, the author’s name is given in
a) proper order

b) in the reverse order

c) first name only

d) last name only

151.The writer’s indication in an accepted format that he or she has used the words, ideas or
information from another source is called
a) Documentation

b) Summary

c) Index

d) contents

152.‘ A short written statement containing only the most important ideas in a speech or article is
a) index

b) Acknowledgment

c) Abstract

d) Preface

153. An abstract should ideally be about………..long
a)200 words

b) 700 words

c)50 words

d)100 words

154. ‘ A class at a university or college for a small group of students and a teacher to study or
discuss a particular topic is
a)Seminar

b)abstract

c)CV

d)Report

155. The title of a seminar paper should be
a) long

b)brief and exact

c) brief and vague

d)Long and exact

156.…………..is a set of questions written in order to collect maximum factual information
from people regarding their likes and habits
a) questionnaire

b) check list

c) Seminar

d)none of these

157.………method is used to know the actual status of a thing at the time of study
a) Survey

b) project

c) Thesis

d) Seminar

158. The results of a survey are valid only during
a) present

b) past

c) future

d) always

159.…………….communicates your skills to your potential employer
a) Application

b) survey

c) Questionnaire

d) none of these
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160. Rajeevan has been working for me ……………. Five years
a)for b)since
c)from

d)before

161.………….there is a growing interest in film studies
a)recently

b)since

c) last week

d) for

162. Verbs that change in different ways to form their past tense are called
a)regular verbs

b) irregular verbs

c) gerunds

d) Passives

163. The plural of formula is
a) formulea

b) formulae

c) formuli

d) none of these

164.………came from the media on how to escape from the bomb attack
a) advice

b) advices

c) informations

d)none of these

165.This is the man ……….took my book
a) Who

b)that

c) which

d)when

166.………………is used to give additional information
a) brackets

b)colon

c) parentheses

d) full stop

167.The punctuation used in contractions is
a) apostrophe

b) Quotation mark

c) period

d) semicolon

168.The punctuation used for enclosing comment , correction or explanation is
a) brackets

b) colon

c) parentheses

d) full stop

169.…………..in a quote indicate that some part of the material has been left out
a) Ellipses

b) colon

c) parentheses

d) full stop

170.……………is used to indicate a break or a sudden turn in thought
a) Em dash

b) en dash

c) hyphen

d) comma
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171.To introduce a list at the end of a sentence, we use a
a) Ellipses

b) colon

c) parentheses

d) full stop

172.To separate two related but independent clauses, we use
a) brackets

b) colon

c) parentheses

d) semi colon

173.…………….is used to end a sentence
a) Period

b) colon

c) parentheses

d) semi colon

174.………………voice is preferable in academic writing
a) Active

b) passive

c) both

d) none of them

175.When you want to emphasize the result more than the cause, use
a) Active

b) passive

c)both

d)none of them

176.………..is usually used for strong writing
a) Active

b) passive

c)both

d) none of them

177.Which of the following is an uncountable noun
a) Sugar

b) boy

c)bag

d) all of them

178.Martha is from the United States. She is …………….
a) American

b) English

c) United Statian

d) USA

179.Connectors that link words, phrases or clauses are called
a) Prepositions

b) phrasal verbs

c) conjunctions

d) auxiliaries

180.‘the’ is a………….
a) defenite article

b) indefenite article

c) preposition

d) conjunction

181.Figures and tables are used to …………….
a) summarise information

b) to show percentage

c) reveal a pattern

d) show comparative data
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182.To show relative percentage or proportions, we use
a)pie chart

b) tables

c)figures

d) maps

183.The relationship between two variables can be shown visually using
a)maps

b) graph

c)diagrams

d) pictures

184.To show locations we use…………
a) maps

b) graph

c) diagrams

d) pictures

185.Comparative data can be summarised visually using
a) maps

b) graph

c) diagrams

d) bar diagram

186.Unacknowledged use of resources is called
a) plagiarism

b) documentation

c) ciation

d) none of these

187.
The sentence that states the main point that you are going to explain in a paragraph is
called
a) Main sentence

b) top sentence

c)Topic sentence

d) none of these

188.Two or more sentences running together without any punctution in between them is called
a) fragmentation

b) comma splice

c) run-on

d) none of these

189.Two or more sentences linked together by commas instead of being separated by period
results in
a) fragmentation

b) comma splice

c) run-on

d) none of these

190.Words having the same or almost the same meaning as another word are called
a) synonyms

b) antonyms

c) homonyms

d) acronyms

191.The process of sub ordination results in the formation of …………….. sentences
a) compound

b) complex

c) simple

d) none of these
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Answer Keys
1-c, 2-b, 3-d, 4-c, 5-d, 6-c, 7-a, 8-c, 9-c, 10-a, 11-a, 12-a, 13-a, 14-a, 15-d, 16-d, 17-a,
18-a, 19-a, 20-a, 21-c, 22-a, 23-d, 24-d, 25-b,

26-b, 27-a, 28-a, 29-d, 30-a, 31-b, 32-b, 33-c,

34-d, 35-a, 36-d, 37-a , 38-a, 39-c, 40-a, 41-a, 42-b, 43-c, 44-a, 45-b, 46-c, 47-c, 48-b, 49-a,
50-b, 51-a, 52-b, 53-c, 54-a, 55-a, 56-c,57-b, 58-b, 59-a, 60-d, 61-c, 62-a, 63-b, 64-c, 65-a,

66-d,

67-a, 68-a, 69-b, 70-b, 71-a, 72-a, 73-a, 74-a, 75-a, 76-a, 77-a, 78-a, 79-a,80-a, 81-a, 82-a, 83-a,
84-a, 85-b, 86-b, 87-a, 88-b, 89-b, 90-b, 91-c, 92-a, 93-d, 94-a, 95-a, 96-a, 97-c, 98-a, 99-b,
100-a, 101-a, 102-c, 103-a, 104-a, 105-b, 106-a,107-c, 108-b, 109-a,110-a, 111-a, 112-c, 113-c,
114-b, 115-a, 116-b, 117-d, 118-c,119-c, 120-c, 121-b, 122-a, 123-a, 124-b, 125-a, 126-c, 127-d,
128-a, 129-a, 130-b, 131-a, 132-b, 133-a, 134-d, 135-a, 136-b, 137-d, 138-a, 139-a, 140-c, 141-a,
142-a, 143-a, 144-a, 145-a, 146-b, 147-a, 148-a, 149-c, 150-b, 151-a, 152-c, 153-a, 154-a, 155-b,
156-a, 157-a, 158-a, 159-a, 160-a, 161-a, 162-b, 163-b, 164-a, 165-a, 166-c, 167-a, 168-a, 169-a,
170-a, 171-b, 172-d, 173-a, 174-b, 175-b, 176-a, 177-a, 178-a, 179-c, 180-a, 181-a, 182-a, 183-b,
184, a, 185-d, 186-a, 187-c, 188-d, 189-b, 190-a, 191-b
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